


$1M BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE TURF SPRINT  5.5 furlongs (dirt) 

RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - Strike Silver  Silver is a neck away from being undefeated in three races. He got bumped hard at the start of his last, 
coming from dead last of a dozen to score the W. With a clean start, he could lead the way from the rail.

#7 – Shang Shang Shang  completed the difficult task of winning on two continents in her first two races. She hasn’t run 
since June 18th, but recent workouts suggest she’ll be sharp from the jump. 

#2 - Soldier’s Call  is making his US debut after two wins and two thirds in his last four, all Graded Stakes races. Race 
comments say to expect him to challenge for the lead early on and try to win gate-to-wire.

#10 – So Perfect  is taking a step down in class, from two straight G1s. She’s finished third and second in the Grade Ones, so 
the step down could improve the final result.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#6- Moonlight Romance  has two wins in two US turf outings. She struggled on Great Britain grass, finishing way behind 
Soldier’s Call. 

#5 – Bulletin  crushed the comp in his debut, which was a non-Graded Stakes race. You don’t see too many horses start 
their careers in non-maiden races. His recent works are dotted with bullets, he could surprise.

#11 – Queen of Bermuda  has shown flashes in England and France. Finished second to SOLDIER’S CALL by a length four 
races back.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: STRIKE SILVER is likely to get the jump on the 
field from the rail. BULLETIN and SOLDIER’S CALL should be a step 
or two behind. MOONLIGHT ROMANCE would like to run in the 
shadows of the front runners, especially with a pack of stalkers 
waiting in tier two.

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA

Post Position Stats: NO DATA

EARLY SPEED:
Strike Silver, Soldier's Call, Bulletin, Moonlight 
Romance

STALKERS:
Well Done Fox, Stillwater Cove, Shang Shang 
Shang, Chelsea Cloisters, So Perfect, Queen of 
Bermuda

CLOSERS:
Sergei Prokofiev, Pocket Dynamo

THE PLAY

STRIKE SILVER got roughed up at the start in his last, coming from dead-last of 12 to win. SHANG SHANG SHANG has 
rung the bell in both of her races, including a nice Grade Two in England in her last. SOLDIER’S CALL has run Graded 
Stakes races in Europe against good competition. Comments suggest he’ll run and rate and look to continue his 
perfect in-the-money streak for Graded Stakes races. SO PERFECT is another European horse who has rated well 
against quality opponents. She looks to stalk the leaders and pounce late. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

EXACTA:
1,2,7,10 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,2,7/1,2,7,10/1,2,6,7,

10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

4-1
5-1
9/2

12-1
12-1
10-1

1
7
2

10
6
5

Strike Silver
Shang Shang Shang

Soldier’s Call
So Perfect

Moonlight Romance
Bulletin



$1M BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE FILLIES TURF  1 mile (turf) 

RACE #6 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#6 -Newspaperofrecord   hasn’t been in a close race in either of her two career starts, smashing the field by 6 ½ and 6 ¾ 
lengths. Expect her to make a power move out of the corner and into the stretch.

#1 – Concrete Rose   is coming off a Grade 2 score. She’s making her second start off the bench and should improve. 

#3 - Lily's Candle  is making her first US start following a Grade 1 win in France. She’s won both of her mile-long grass starts 
and is likely to hard charging at the wire.

#10 – Pakhet will definitely be coming late. She finished second to CONCRETE ROSE by three in her last race. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS
#8 - Belle Laura   made up a lot of ground and passed four horses in the last 1.5 furlongs in her last, finishing third to 
CONCRETE ROSE and PAKHET. She’ll need a better start if she hopes to flip the script.

#4 - Just Wonderful   is making the trip across the Atlantic, arriving from England where she won a Grade 2 affair last out. 
Notes imply she’ll run in second pack of horses, stalk and strike late.

#9 – Varenka  finished a distant second to our top choice in her last. She’s still looking to break her maiden, but speed 
figures say she’s on par with second tier contenders.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: NEWSPAPEROFRECORD will dictate the early 
tempo depending the eagerness of MACKEM BULLET and 
SUMMERING. If the pair take off hot, NEWSPAPEROFRECORD 
might let the duo have the lead early on and then put the move 
on after the half-mile marker.

Distance/Surface Bias: Limited Data Set with 6 0f 7 winners 
labeled Early Speed. Two of seven went wire-to-wire with the 
typical winner running 1.2 at the quarter pole and 1st by the ½ 
mile call.

Post Position Stats: Limited Data set appears to favor posts four 
and out with no rail winners.

EARLY SPEED:
The Mackem Bullet, Newspaperofrecord, 
Summering

STALKERS:
Concrete Rose, Just Wonderful, Stellar Agent, 
Pakhet

CLOSERS:
Belle Laura, Varenka, Lady Prancealot, My Gal 
Betty, Eas

THE PLAY

NEWSPAPEROFRECORD is yet to be challenged. She should be able to control the pace of the race and her fleet early 
foot should help. We probably haven’t seen the best of CONCRETE ROSE yet. This is her first time making two starts 
without a break, she should reveal more in round two. One-mile on the turf appears to be LILY’S CANDLE’s preferred 
distance and surface, two for two, one for three at otherwise. PAKHET’s recent 6-furlong fraction in her last – Grade 2 
Stakes – show a horse on a major upswing. If she gets off to a better start, she could surprise and offers great value 
at 10-1 morning line.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER M/L ODDS HORSE # HORSE NAME

EXACTA:
1,3,6,10 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,3,6/1,3,6,10/1,3,6,8,

10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

2-1
6-1
8-1

12-1
20-1
6-1

6
1
3
10
8
4

Newspaperofrecord
Concrete Rose
Lily's Candle

Pakhet
Belle Laura

Just Wonderful



$2M BREEDERS’ JUVENILE FILLIES  1 mile 1/16 (dirt)

RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#10 – Bellafina   has been running roughshod over horses in her last three races, collecting three Ws with ease. A couple 
good recent workouts say she’ll be ready to roll again.

#7 – Jaywalk  posted her highest speed rating coming off a layoff. We are big fans of that angle. She took a major step up 
the ladder in her last second start, expect more of the same.

#4 - Restless Rider  could benefit if the top two drag race out of the box as she likes to come from behind. She typically 
turns on the afterburners at the ½ mile marker and has two wins in two Churchill races.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#2 - Serengeti Empress  won the Grade 2 Pocahontas at Churchill in Secretariat like style, stomping the next closest by 
19. That’s usually a sign of a razor-sharp horse. A bullet work on the October 18th says watch out.

#8 - Sippican Harbor  has shown great running style versatility, winning on the lead by 17 and coming from 10th of 11, 
behind by 8 ½ to winning by 2. The ability to run any race helps her chances.

#3 – Vibrance   finished second, 6 ½ lengths behind our top choice in her last. She burst out of the gates and probably 
went a little too fast at the start. If she turns down the volume early on, could have the stamina to be in the mix all the 
way around the track.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: JAYWALK might have the quickest first 
step in this bunch. He will be followed closely by SERENGETI 
EXPRESS and BELLAFINA.  A quartet of stalkers should be in the 
shadows of the lead trio. 

Distance/Surface Bias: 1 1/16th miles on the dirt plays evenly, 
with 50% early speed winners and 50% stalker/closer winners.

Post Position Stats: Posts two through seven produces the 
most winners, rail wins at 9%.

EARLY SPEED:
Serengeti Empress, Jaywalk, Bellafina

STALKERS:
Vibrance, Restless Rider, Sippican Harbor, 
Splashy Kisses

CLOSERS:
Reflect, Cassies Dreamer, Baby Nina

THE PLAY

BELLAFINA has rolled competitors in her last three races, winning by 6 ½, 4 ¼ and 4 ¼ lengths. Her M.O. is to run 
off the leader’s shoulder and put the pedal to the floor after the opening ½ mile. JAYWALK is also on a three-race 
win streak. She came off the sidelines to run her best speed figure and her fractions were roughly the same in a 
route versus sprint, impressive. RESTLESS RIDER is making her third start following a few months break. She’s 
improved race-over-race and will be coming late. SERENGETI EXPRESS’ winning margins have been sick in her last 
two, scoring by 19 and 13 lengths – wow.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
2,4,7,10 Box

TRIFECTA:
4,7,10/2,4,7,10/2,4,7,

8, 10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

2-1
7/2
9/2
7/2

12-1
10-1

HORSE NAME

Bellafina
Jaywalk

Restless Rider
Serengeti Empress

Sippican Harbor
Vibrance

10 
7
4
2
8
3



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE TURF  1 mile (turf) 

RACE #8 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#12 – Current   has found a way to win two in a row, his last in closing fashion and his first running second until the 
stretch. The ability to race any style should come in handy in a race with an unpredictable pace set up.

#4 – Forty Under  has the highest, last race speed rating in the field.  He’s two for two on grass and trainer Jeremiah 
Englehart wins at 26% following a W.

#14 - Anthony Van Dyck   is making his US debut. He’s finished in-the-money in all four Graded Stakes starts. First time 
Lasix should help late race stamina.

#6 - Henley's Joy  lost by a nose to CURRENT in his last outing. That nose is all that separates him from being undefeated 
in three races and probably the morning-line favorite. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#2 - Uncle Benny   has two races with two wins, one on grass and one on dirt. He’s stretching out to one-mile from six-
furlongs, trainer Jason Servis wins at 32% with horses in their first route.

#1 - Arthur Kitt  is making his third start after a layoff and US debut. Comments from England suggest he’ll rate off the 
early leaders and pounce late.

#5 – Line of Duty  is also making his first US start. He’s a neck away from being undefeated and will likely track the 
leaders, looking to run by tired legs late.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: The comments on LINE OF DUTY and 
MARIE’S DIAMOND hint at front-end speed for both. However, 
they are likely to trail MUCH BETTER out of the gates with WAR 
OF WILL running from second to fourth. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Limited Data Set with 6 of 7 winners 
labeled Early Speed. Two of seven went wire-to-wire with the 
typical winner running 1.2 at the quarter pole and 1st by the ½ 
mile call.

Post Position Stats: Limited Data set appears to favor posts 
four and out with no rail winners.

EARLY SPEED:
Much Better, Line of Duty, War of
Will, Marie's Diamond

STALKERS:
Arthur Kitt, Forty Under, Henley's Joy, 
Somelikeithotbrown, Anthony Van Dyck

CLOSERS:
Uncle Benny, Opry, King of Speed, 
Current

THE PLAY

CURRENT showed mid-race improvement in his last, cutting his ½ mile time by almost a second. He’s got a strong 
late kick and will be dangerous if he’s near the leaders coming out of the turn. FORTY UNDER found his form on 
the grass. He lost by 17 in his debut on dirt. Since, he’s found the winners circle in both turf races. ANTHONY 
VAN DYCK’s trainer Aidan O’Brien wins at 25% with horses going sprint-sprint-route. Today is the route. 
HENLEY’S JOY is undefeated at one-mile on the turf. He’ll look to reverse roles with CURRENT who edged JOY at 
1 1/16th miles last out.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
4,6,12,14 Box

TRIFECTA:
4,12,14/4,6,12,14/2,4,

6,12,14

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5-1
5-1
4-1
8-1

15-1
20-1

HORSE NAME

Current
Forty Under

Anthony Van Dyck
Henley's Joy
Uncle Benny
Arthur Kitt

12 
4
14
6
2
1



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE   1 mile 1/16 (dirt) 

RACE #9 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#9 - Game Winner   is three for three on fast dirt and one for one at the distance. Minus being bumped at the start two 
races back, he’s taken control early and cruised to victory. Trainer Bob Baffert always brings his horses ready.

#6 – Complexity   hasn’t been challenged in his two starts. He’ll be looking for the lead early and could run away with it 
of others don’t stay close. Trainer Chad Brown and jockey Jose Ortiz have won at 29% together in the last 60-days.

#5 - Well Defined   has the highest speed rating two races in a row. That’s a strong angle, high 20%-win rate at 20-1 
morning-line odds? Great value. 

#8 - Standard Deviation  is making his second start following a two-month rest. He got off to a terrible start last time 
but rallied for show money. Trainer Chad Brown adds blinkers – a 26%-win rate for Brown – hoping STANDARD gets off 
to a better start.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#11 - Code of Honor  stumbled at the start of his last effort, coming from tenth out of 10 and 10 lengths back (that’s got 
to be some sort of omen) to finish second behind COMPLEXITY. Some recent, fast, short works suggest a better start this 
time.

#7 - Mind Control  is making his first attempt at a route. Trainer Gregory Sacco wins at 16% in first routes. He hasn’t run 
since September 3rd, but has dots showing bullet workouts leading in the race. 

#4 – Tight Ten   was a beaten favorite last out. Trainer Steven Asmussen wins at 26% next time around the track. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: TOPPER T is stretching out for the first 
time, if he runs his 6-furlongs fractions, he’ll be out front from 
go. COMPLEXITY and MIND CONTROL will likely track the 
leader(s) closely with TIGHT TEN and WELL DEFINED 
attempting to get out front, but might not be fast enough to 
keep pace. 

Distance/Surface Bias: 1 1/16th miles on the dirt plays 
evenly, with 50% early speed winners and 50% stalker/closer 
winners.

Post Position Stats: Posts two through seven produce the 
most winners, rail wins at 9%.

EARLY SPEED:
Tight Ten, Well Defined, 
Complexity, Mind Control, Topper T

STALKERS:
Mr. Money, Game Winner, Knicks Go, 
Gunmetal Gray

CLOSERS:
Dueling, Derby Date, Standard 
Deviation, Code of Honor

THE PLAY

GAME WINNER and COMPLEXITY will slug it out to see whose Oh has got to go. WINNER gets the nod as his 
rate and run style could be a perfect fit as the early pace should be hot and might work against front runner 
COMPLEXITY. WELL DEFINED is the only horse in the field with a triple-digit speed rating and he has two of them 
in his last two runs. STANDARD DEVIATION is another that should benefit if the leaders blaze in the opening 4-6 
furlongs. Trainer Chad Brown wins at a nice 34% in second races after a layoff. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
5,6,8,9 Box

TRIFECTA:
5,6,9/5,6,8,9/5,6,8,9,11

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

8/5
5/2

20-1
12-1
5-1

20-1

HORSE NAME

Game Winner
Complexity

Well Defined
Standard Deviation

Code of Honor
Mind Control

9
6
5
8
11
7



$1M BREEDERS’ FILLY AND MARE SPRINT  7 furlongs (dirt) 

RACE #3 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - Selcourt    has the highest speed rating for this bunch for the previous race, nearly a 30% angle. Expect her to make a 
power move heading into the stretch and benefit from rail.

#13 - Marley's Freedom  has won four in a row, all impressively. She’s topped triple digit speed efforts in four of her last 
five races. She hasn’t raced since August 25th, but recent bullet work and trainer Bob Baffert’s 25% win rate on 46-90 day 
breaks say she’ll be ready.

#11 - Finley'sluckycharm   has six wins in seven Churchill Downs races. The five-year-old is definitely a horse for the 
Churchill course. 

#6 - Chalon just posted her best speed figure  in her first race after a layoff. That’s one of our favorite angles, especially 
with a history of getting better in round two.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#5 - Golden Mischief   is making her second start coming off the sidelines. She has back-history of making major 
performance gains from race one to race two, her last was good enough.

#8 – Mia Mischief   has never finished out-of-the-money at the distance or at Churchill. She’ll be one of the leaders and 
look to win wire-to-wire.

#4 – Kirby’s Penny  has finished in-the-money 10 straight. She could improve in her second start after a layoff, but history 
suggests she’ll back up a touch in round two.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: There will be plenty who want the lead. 
SELCOURT could have an edge breaking from the one spot. 
ANONYMITY should be right in SELCOURT’s space with HAPPY 
LIKE A FOOL, CHALON and FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM pressuring the 
front runners as all three have similar early fractions. 

Distance/Surface Bias: Distance/Surface favors stalkers – 
Average winning ¼ mile position 3rd and 2.5 at ½ mile marker.

Post Position Stats: Rail wins at 18% win inside three posts 
scoring at 40%.

EARLY SPEED:
Selcourt, Happy Like a Fool, Chalon, Mia 
Mischief, Finley'sluckycharm, Anonymity

STALKERS:
Miss Sunset, Kirby's Penny, Stormy Embrace, 
Shamrock Rose

CLOSERS:
N/A

THE PLAY

SELCORT might have the highest upside in the field, scoring the highest lifetime speed rating, topped MARLEY’S 
FREEDOM last race. MARLEY’S FREEDOM has been smokin’ the competition lately, expect another triple-digit effort. 
Although recent efforts are a concern, you cannot overlook FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM’s Churchill record of six wins in 
seven tries. CHALON came off the bench, rocking a triple-digit speed figure and a personal best. History says she’ll 
be better second time around the track, her last was good enough.

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,6,11,13 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,11,13/1,6,11,13/1,5,

6,11,13

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

4-1
8/5

10-1
15-1
10-1
15-1

HORSE NAME

Selcourt
Marley's Freedom
Finley'sluckycharm

Chalon
Golden Mischief

Mia Mischief

1
13
11
6
5
8



$1M BREEDERS’ CUP TURF SPRINT   5.5 furlongs (turf) 

RACE #4 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#5 - Disco Partner   could get the perfect trip with cheap, inside speed in front of him and main speed threats to the 
outside. He has the opportunity to control the tempo of the race.

#11 – World of Trouble   is one of those outside speed threats that will need to get going early to steal the lead. In his 
has last two quality races where he was outside in larger fields, he faded a touch late.

#9 - Stormy Liberal   has won his last three races by maybe 18 inches total. He cut his half-mile fraction considerably in 
his last race, a sign he is in top-form.

#8- Chanteline  has finished in-the-money in his last four 5.5 Furlong turf starts, with three wins and a second. He’s 
making his second start off a break and has improved in last four second runs. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#14- Conquest Tsunami  could suffer from the outside, outside post. The two times he raced outside in fields of nine or 
more, he struggled late. Working in his favor, he is making a second start off the bench and trainer Peter Miller takes Ws 
at a 25% with the start number two angle.

#6 - Rainbow Heir  has been in the mix for a share of the prize money in nine of his last 10 efforts. He hasn’t raced 
since September 3rd and works have been blah. He might need a tune up.

#2 – Bucchero  is making his third start off the bench. His best chance is if the early pace is in the 20s in the opening 
quarter and 43s at the ½ mile marker. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: It’s a short race and VISION PERFECT is 
lone inside speed. Although he typically isn’t first out of the 
chute, post position might put him on the lead. WORLD OF 
TROUBLE, RICHARD’S BOY and CONQUEST TSUNAMI will 
hustle from the outside to get up front early.  It will be 
interesting to see how strategy plays out if they get in each 
others way. 

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA.

Post Position Stats: NO DATA.

EARLY SPEED:
Vision Perfect, World of Trouble, 
Richard's Boy, Conquest Tsunami

STALKERS:
Ruby Notion, Bucchero, Hembree, 
Disco Partner, Chanteline, Havana Grey

CLOSERS:
Rainbow Heir, Stormy Liberal, Will 
Call

THE PLAY

DISCO PARTNER, WORLD OF TROUBLE and STORMY LIBERAL are evenly matched, in fact rating exactly the 
same. DISCO likely has a position advantage over the other two and came off the bench swinging in his last, 
recording a triple-digit speed effort. Lookout if he adds to it, which was good enough. The only concern for 
WORLD OF TROUBLE is 11 post. If he can score the lead without overextending early, can wire ‘em. STORMY 
LIBERAL has booked his top speed figures in short grass races. He seems to favor the distance. CHANTELINE is 
likely to benefit from a forced early pace. His rate and run style should have him well positioned to pass tired legs 
in the stretch. 

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
5,8,9,11 Box

TRIFECTA:
5,9,11/5,8,9,11/5,8,9,1

1,14

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

7/2
6-1
4-1

15-1
6-1

12-1

HORSE NAME

Disco Partner
World of Trouble

Stormy Liberal
Chanteline

Conquest Tsunami
Rainbow Heir

5
11
9
8
14
6



$1M BREEDERS’ CUP DIRT MILE   1 mile (dirt) 

RACE #5 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#1 - City of Light   has five straight 100 or more speed ratings. He’s never finished out-of-the-money and is making his 
first start since August 25th. He should come off the bench flying as his workout line is littered with bullets.

#6– Seeking the Soul   has three wins in eight Churchill races and three wins in 10 elsewhere. SOUL has two Ws and 
two seconds in four efforts at the distance.  He’s a horse for the course and distance.

#10 - Catalina Cruiser   hasn’t been challenged in four races. He stepped on the gas in his last, lowing early fractions by 
nearly two seconds in the opening 6 Furlongs. CRUISER could cruise to victory if he gets the lead early with EZ fractions. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#7- Firenze Fire’s  trainer/jockey combo of Jason Servis and Irad Ortiz, Jr have won 12 of their last 28 races together. 
That number is impossible to ignore. ORTIZ gets the most out of FIRE scoring his four highest speed figures in his last 10 
races with only five mounts. 

#9 - Giant Expectations   hasn’t had a clean race in six straight races. He is due for an uneventful trip. He’s making a 
second start after a six-month vacation. He should be fresh legged and better in round two.

#3 – Isotherm  either found a new gear, popping his first triple-digit speed rating in 18 months, or he’s going to bounce. 
If it’s the former, he could shock at 20-1 morning-line. If it’s the latter, he’ll run to 20-1. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: CITY OF LIGHT and CATALINA CRUISER 
should have their way on the lead in a group full of closers. 
Stalkers, TRIGGER WARNING and BRAVAZO are likely to be 
closer to the front than usual, which could make it hard for 
closers to get past front runners late.  

Distance/Surface Bias: Early speed won 58% of fall meet 
races, with 21% going wire-to-wire. The average quarter 
mile call was 3rd and 1st at the ½ mile marker.

Post Position Stats: A majority of winners lined up from 
the four hole and out.

EARLY SPEED:
City of Light, Catalina Cruiser

STALKERS:
Trigger Warning, Bravazo

CLOSERS:
Isotherm, Seven Trumpets, Seven 
Trumpets, Seeking the Soul

THE PLAY

CITY OF LIGHT should have a major advantage as lone inside speed. CITY has the chance to set the tempo from 
gate to wire at a distance/surface that favors early speed. SEEKING THE SOUL is making his third start after a 
layoff. He has improved race-over-race and will be looking to get back to triple-digit speed ratings. CATALINA 
CRUISER should be able to get to the font without much resistance. If he can have the lead by the quarter pole, 
nobody is likely to catch him. FIRENZE FIRE is also making his third start off the bench. He should be better today 
and his last was good enough. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,6,10/1,6,7,9,10

TRIFECTA:
1,6,10/1,6,7,10/1,6,7,9,

10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5/2
5-1
8/5
6-1

15-1
20-1

HORSE NAME

City of Light
Seeking the Soul
Catalina Cruiser

Firenze Fire
Giant Expectations

Isotherm

1
6
10
7
9
3



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP FILLY & MARE TURF   1 mile 3/8 (turf) 

RACE #6 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#6 – Sistercharlie    likes to build momentum from the back. She hasn’t run since August 11th, but that’s OK as she won 
following a longer stint on the shelf from July 2017 to April 2018.

#3 – Wild Illusion   has two straight Grade 1 wins in Europe. She’s won four of eight turf races with a pair of seconds 
and a third. Expect her track the early leaders and go.

#1 - Fourstar Crook  has won 12 of 19 on the grass. It seems she’s comfortable on the surface. CROOK is making her 
second start off the bench and usually gets better in race two.

#10 - Magic Wand   will have a chance to steal this one. No other horse has a consistent history of running on the lead. 
She could try to runaway from the pack and hold on late.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#9 - A Raving Beauty  has three wins in five races since coming from Germany and Italy to the US.  She checked in her 
lone start against our top choice, but still finished third by just 3/4s of a length. If she gets a clean trip, BEAUTY could 
finish the job this time around the track.

#14 – Eziyra   has never finished out-of-the-money, posting a lifetime record of 11: 6-3-2, all on grass.

#12 – Santa Monica  is making her third start after a layoff, trainer Chad Brown wins at 23% in third starts. She’s 
showed continual improvement since arriving from England and Ireland, finishing  in the top three, five of five.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: These longer routes tend to have a 
slower pace upfront and most horses bunched in a pack 
until the last 6 Furlongs or so. For what it’s worth, MAGIC 
WAND is the highest quality front runner and could take 
charge early. THAIS, A RAVING BEAUTY and SANTA MONICA 
usually break second or third and should find themselves 
running 2nd to 4th early on.

Distance/Surface Bias: Limited Data with 13 races. Early 
speed won eight of 13 with three running wire-to-wire. The 
average ¼ mile call was 1.8 and 1.2 at the ½ mile marker.

Post Position Stats: Posts position played evenly.

EARLY SPEED:
Thais, A Raving Beauty, Magic Wand, Santa 
Monica

STALKERS:
Wild Illusion, Paved, Princess Yaiza, Smart 
Choice

CLOSERS:
Fourstar Crook, Sistercharlie, Fuhriously 
Kissed, Moms on Strike, Athena

THE PLAY

SISTERCHARLIE is a head, a neck and a length away from winning eight straight and being a 6/5 morning-line 
favorite, 3-1 looks like an overlay. WILD ILLUSION piled up the prize money in Graded Stakes races, banking $1 
million in five races during 2018. FOURSTAR CROOK knows where the money is at, finishing first or second in 
nine of his last. Oh, third in the other. MAGIC WAND could find herself on the lead alone and set fractions that 
could make it hard for anybody to pass. She is the biggest wire-to-wire threat.  

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,3,6,10 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,3,6/1,3,6,10/1,3,6,9,10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

3-1

HORSE NAME

Sistercharlie
Wild Illusion

Fourstar Crook
Magic Wand

A Raving Beauty
Eziyra

 7/2
 5-1
 5-1
10-1
15-1

6
3
1
10
9
14



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP SPRINT   6 furlongs (dirt)

RACE #7 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#9 - Roy H  scored the highest speed rating in the last race for this group. His back-class says he has the highest ceiling 
in the field. He is making his second start off the sidelines and has made major strides forward in previous second 
outings.

#1 – Whitmore  is making his third start off a layoff. He should improve, which is saying something with consecutive 
triple-digit speed ratings in his first two. 

#5 - Imperial Hint  has won eight of 11 at the distance, all in early speed fashion, which fits track distance/surface bias. 
However, he’s failed to hit the board in two Churchill efforts. He’ll look to change that today. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#2 - Promises Fulfilled  is inside speed and has shown he can slug it out on the front as he rarely leads by more than a 
length in a past-performance history that’s littered with 1s in position calls. He’s a grinder.

#8 – Limousine Liberal  always seems to be in-the-money versus many in this field, winning some and losing some. 
However, Churchill is his domain, winning six of eight races. 

#7 – Distinctive B  is making his third start following a seven-month rest. He likes the view from the front but tends to 
fade late when pressured. He’ll be under plenty of pressure today.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: It’s going to be a three-headed duel for 
the lead as PROMISES FULFILLED, IMPERIAL HINT and 
DISTINTIVE B each run very similar opening quarter fractions. 
To get the lead, one of the three might have to extend more 
than they want out of the gates. PROMISES and IMPERIAL 
might be better equipped for ¼ mile fractions in the 21s. 
Anything lower, and the pace would damage their chances. 

Distance/Surface Bias: : There is a major early speed bias 
with 86% winners branded as early speed types. Thirteen of 
28 winners went wire-to-wire in the fall meet at Churchill.
Post Position Stats: Post positions played evenly in the fall 
meet with a slight advantage for posts 1-3 and 8 out. 

EARLY SPEED:
Promises Fulfilled, Imperial Hint, Distinctive 
B

STALKERS:
B Squared, Warrior's Club, Roy H

CLOSERS:
Whitmore, Always Sunshine, Limousine 
Liberal

THE PLAY

There’s barely a daylights worth of difference between our top five. You can make a case for all of them to be to 
the tape first. ROY H get the nod because his back-class shows he has the most potential. WHITMORE has been 
consistently running triple-digit speed figures and is a head and two necks away from winning four in a row. 
IMPERIAL HINT might be our top choice at another track, but he’s out-of-the-money twice at Churchill with 12 
wins and two seconds in 16 races elsewhere. PROMISES FULFILLED is tough as nails, battling horses on the lead 
from gate-to-wire. He should be in the mix all the way around the track. 

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
1,2,5,9 Box

TRIFECTA:
1,5,9/1,2,5,9/1,2,5,8,9

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5/2
6-1
9/5
6-1
6-1

12-1

HORSE NAME

Roy H
Whitmore

Imperial Hint
Promises Fulfilled
Limousine Liberal

Distinctive B

9
1
5
2
8
7



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP MILE   1 mile (turf)

RACE #8 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#5 - Oscar Performance   has won eight of 14 on grass and three of three at the distance. He could be lone speed, 
which would allow him to run his race. If he runs his own race, he’ll be hard to beat.

#8 – I Can Fly  just missed scoring a W in a Grade 1 event in England despite having his course altered. He could be in 
top form and his first dose of Lasix could help stamina down the stretch.

#12 - Analyze It   might revert to his early front running style as it brought nothing but first and seconds. He tried the 
stalkers route in his last and first after a layoff, but missed the money. A return to a leading role increases his chances in 
what looks like a pace-less race. 

#10 – Catapult  looks ready to, well, catapult out of the gates as he’s put two straight bullet works on paper heading 
into the race. He’s run first (twice) and second in three races since being claimed and trained by John Sadler.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#4 – Polydream  started his career in a Grade 3 race. That tells how the trainer/owner perceive a horse’s ability. He 
bombed in his last, a first start following a short rest. However, he did the same thing in May only to come back and win 
in round two.

#11 – Lightning Spear  could benefit as a first time Lasix horse. He 's shown some quality in the past, scoring at the G1 
level, but struggled as of late. Lasix might be just the medicine he needs.

#2 – Next Shares  has the highest speed rating in the last race for this crew. He’s won his last two, but has struggled to 
keep up with some in this field in past races. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: The only horse we know for sure wants 
to lead the pack is OSCAR PERFORMANCE. Reading the 
encrypted comments from international horses suggest 
HAPPILY might try to set the early tone too, but he might be 
more comfortable rating. ANALYZE IT’s early career was spent 
in front, but he’s taken on the stalkers role in his last two. If 
OSCAR is lone speed, he’ll set the tempo from start to finish.  
Distance/Surface Bias: Limited Data Set with 6 of 7 winners 
labeled Early Speed. Two of seven went wire-to-wire with the 
typical winner running 1.2 at the quarter pole and 1st by the 
½ mile call.
Post Position Stats: Limited Data set appears to favor posts 
four and out with no rail winners.

EARLY SPEED:
Happily, Oscar Performance

STALKERS:
One Master, Expert Eye, I Can Fly, Analyze It, 
Gustav Klimt, Mustashry

CLOSERS:
Next Shares, Almanaar, Hunt, Catapult, 
Lightning Spear

THE PLAY

OSCAR PERFORMANCE is likely to get a favorable pace setup and could be on the front by himself. Lone speed in 
routes is a winning play. I CAN FLY will likely stalk the leaders and make a move late. First time Lasix could 
provide a shot of energy in the stretch drive. ANALYZE IT was beaten as the favorite in his last race. Trainer Chad 
Brown wins at 30% next time out. CATAPULT has finished first or second in his last five races. He’ll be rolling 
towards the wire late. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
5,8,12/5,8,10,12

TRIFECTA:
5,8,12/5,8,10,12/4,5,8,

10,12

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

6-1
10-1
6-1
6-1
5-1

20-1

HORSE NAME

Oscar Performance
I Can Fly

Analyze It
Catapult

Polydream
Lightning Spear

5
8
12
10
4
11



$2M BREEDERS’ CUP DISTAFF   1 mile 1/8 (dirt)

RACE #9 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#11 - Monomoy Girl    is a neck and a disqualification away from finishing first in her 10 races. She’s making her second 
start after a short rest. Round two has always been better than round one. 

#7 – Midnight Bisou    just missed getting MONOMOY GIRL in her last, losing by a neck but getting the W via DQ. That 
race produced her best and only triple-digit speed rating. She’s either found a new, first-class gear, or will bounce back 
in class, which is still better than most of the rest.

#2 - Abel Tasman   Tasman is making her third start after a two-month hiatus. She bobbled at the break in her last and 
was never in the race afterwards. Her limited career history says her third start will showcase her best stuff. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#9 – Wow Cat   has improved in each of her three races since arriving from Chile, where she won eight in a row. She 
finally found the US winners’ circle in her last. She wasn’t asked for anything in her win, so she probably has room to 
grow.

#1 – Champagne Problems  is a horse for the course as she has finished in-the-money seven of nine but prefers 
second or third. 

#10 – Blue Prize  is a ½ a length from winning five in a row, including two at Churchill where she’s never finished worse 
than second (twice) in five races. She has an excuse in her last and still won.

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: MONOGOMY GIRL will probably let 
VALE DORI or some other eager long shot take charge early 
and run in the leader’s shadow. This race is filled with 
stalkers, which should give early speed a major edge. A long 
shot finishing in-the-money is highly probable if one of the 
stalkers/closers decides to change up their style and run fast 
from the gun.   

Distance/Surface Bias: NO DATA.

Post Position Stats: NO DATA.

EARLY SPEED:
Vale Dori, Monomoy Girl

STALKERS:
Champagne Problems, La Force, Mopotism, 
Wonder Gadot, Midnight Bisou, Wow Cat, Blue 
Prize

CLOSERS:
Abel Tasman, Verve's Tale

THE PLAY

MONOMOY GIRL looks like the class off the race. She stepped off the sidelines to score her highest speed figure 
and should only be better in race two. Trainer Brad Cox wins at 27% in the second go around the track. 
MIDNIGHT BISOU has run in GIRL’S shadow until nearly getting her in the last race. She’ll be making a lot of 
noise late. ABEL TASMAN is making her third start off a layoff. All-World trainer Bob Baffert wins at 25% in third 
starts. WOW CAT keeps getting better but finished a distant third to ABEL two races ago. Her speed figures 
suggest she might have closed the gap, but fractions say no. 

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
11/1,2,7,9,10 & 
1,2,7,8,10/11

TRIFECTA:
11/2,7,9/1,2,7,9,10 & 
2,7,9/11/1,2,7,9,10

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

2-1
6-1
7/2
8-1

12-1
6-1

HORSE NAME

Monomoy Girl
Midnight Bisou
Abel Tasman

Wow Cat
Champagne Problems

Blue Prize

11
7
2
9
1
10



$4M BREEDERS’ CUP TURF   1 mile 1/2 (turf)

RACE #10 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#2 – Enable   has lived up to the Al Davis Oakland Raider's motto (at least when he was owner) just win baby. She’s won 
nine of 10 lifetime starts, including eight in a row, piling up $8,5 million in prize money. That’s a winner.

#12 – Waldgeist   finished a close fourth to ENABLE in his last start in France. He’s found his stride in 2018, winning four 
of six on the grass.

#4 - Robert Bruce  is making his second start after a six-week rest. He’s consistent race-over-race, so you know what 
you are going to get, a great effort that’s won eight of 10 career starts on the grass.

#5 – Magical  just vanquished the field in a Grade 1 outing in England. She’ll get Lasix for the first time, which could help 
increase her late race stamina. 

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#6 – Arklow   finished second in his last race as the public’s choice. Trainer Brad Cox wins at 32% with beaten favorites. 

#13 – Hunting Horn  looks like and on and off, every other race kind of horse, a good effort followed by a bad effort 
followed by a good effort, wash, rinse, repeat. His last was bad…

#10 – Hi Happy  is going to try and stay near the front all the way around the track. He has the highest speed rating in 
the last race for those who ran in the USA. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: It’s a barbell approach to the race with 
mostly front runners and closers with only MAGICAL in the 
middle. It’s difficult to figure out what pace strategy the 
international horses will try, but it does look like ENABLE likes 
the view from the front. She’ll be joined by CHANNEL MAKER 
and GLORIOUS EMPIRE as true front runners. 

Distance/Surface Bias: In 13 fall meet races, early speed 
took the checkered flag at 62%, with 23% going wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: Post positions 1-3 and eight and out 
have slight advantage.

EARLY SPEED:
Enable, Channel Maker, Glorious Empire, Hi 
Happy, Hunting Horn

STALKERS:
Magical

CLOSERS:
Robert Bruce, Arklow, Liam the Charmer, 
Sadler's Joy, Waldgeist

THE PLAY

ENABLE knows how to win at a high level. Collecting Ws in six Grade 1s since May 2017, plus she gets a potential 
boost from first time Lasix = not fair. WALDGEIST had his four G1 and G2 (two each) win streak stopped by 
ENABLE last out. He’s making his third start after a layoff and will look to turn the tables. ROBERT BRUCE has the 
dynamic trainer/jockey duo of Chad Brown and Irad Ortiz, Jr, who have teamed up with BRUCE for a first and 
second in the last two races. MAGICAL will try to make it two Grade 1 wins in a row and is another European 
horse that might benefit from first time Lasix use.

OUR PICKS
PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
2/4,5,6,12,13 & 
4,5,6.12,13/2

TRIFECTA:
2/4,5,12/4,5,6.12,13 & 
4,5,12/2/4,5,6.12,13

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

1-1
9/2

10-1
10-1
30-1
30-1

HORSE NAME

Enable
Waldgeist

Robert Bruce
Magical
Arklow

Hunting Horn

2
12
4
5
6
13



$6M BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC   1 mile 1/4 (dirt) 

RACE #11 - ANALYSIS OF TOP CONTENDERS
#14 – Accelerate has been rolling. The five-year-old is a neck away from six consecutive wins, most in impressive, see 
you later fashion. He’s making his third start off a layoff. He should be in tip, top form if recent third race history 
repeats. 

#7 – West Coast  is making his second start after finishing second to ACCELERATE in his last. He’s finished second in all 
three races in 2018. 

#6 – McKinzie   popped his highest ever speed rating, well over 100, in his last. It was also best for this field in the last 
race. He’s lightly raced compared to most of this group. If this is his new level, he could be something special.

#3 – Catholic Boy’s trainer Jonathan Thomas doesn’t enter many into Graded Stakes races, but they win at 42% when 
he does. CATHOLIC BOY is coming off a sharp win at the TRAVERS in August and his recent works suggest he’s still sharp.

VALUE PLAYS AND LONGSHOTS

#1 – Thunder Snow  is our top-choice to pull off an upset. He just missed in his first race in the US, coming for the UAE 
and Europe. Many horses have difficulty making the trip over the ocean – both ways – he should be better in US race 
number two. If he is….

#15 (AE) – Collected  is an alternative entry for trainer Bob Baffert. COLLECTED was a beaten favorite in his last and 
could be better in race two with blinkers put back on, a 21% winning angle for Baffert. 

#11 – Mind Your Biscuits  is one for one at Churchill, running his best speed figure after a five-week break. If he’s a 
horse for the Churchill course and improves in his second start, he’ll be dangerous right off the lead pack. 

PACE ANALYSIS AND TRACK BIAS

Early Race Outlook: MENDELSSOHN always wants to be 
upfront. CATHOLIC BOY, MCKINZIE and WEST COAST might 
let him set the early pace as MENDELSSOHN has a history of 
fading late. The trio will wait in the shadows and then look to 
take the lead for good by the ¾ mile marker.  

Distance/Surface Bias: : Speed has a slight edge, winning 
55% of 44 routes during the September Churchill meet with 
18% running wire-to-wire.

Post Position Stats: Post positions four and out have the 
advantage.

EARLY SPEED:
Catholic Boy, McKinzie, West Coast, 
Mendelssohn

STALKERS:
Thunder Snow, Roaring Lion, Pavel, Mind Your 
Biscuits, Axelrod, Accelerate

CLOSERS:
Gunnevera, Lone Sailor, Yoshida, Discreet 
Lover

THE PLAY

ACCELERATE is piling up quality wins. His fractions say he’ll be tough to catch if he has the lead heading into the 
stretch. WEST COAST’s trainer Bob Baffert always brings his horses ready, winning at 34% with shippers and 28% 
in Graded Stakes. MCKINZIE has won four of his five races and is just 3/4s of a length from being undefeated. His 
most recent effort says he might be the best in this field. CATHOLIC BOY will try to get on the lead an keep it. 
He’s one for one at the distance, proving he has the legs for a longer race. 

OUR PICKS

PICK ORDER HORSE #

EXACTA:
6,7,14/1,3,6,7,14

TRIFECTA:
6,7,14/3,6,7,14/1,3,6,7,

14,15

WIN
PLACE
SHOW

WILD CARD
ALT 1
ALT 2

M/L ODDS

5/2
5-1
6-1
8-1

12-1
30-1

HORSE NAME

Accelerate
West Coast

McKinzie
Catholic Boy

Thunder Snow
Collected

14
7
6
3
1
15
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